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A Population Structure and Genome-Wide
Association Analysis on the USDA Soybean
Germplasm Collection
Nonoy Bandillo, Diego Jarquin, Qijian Song, Randall Nelson,
Perry Cregan, Jim Specht, and Aaron Lorenz*

Abstract

is an important crop worldwide and a major
source of protein and oil for human food, animal
feed, and industrial products (Wilson, 2008). The percentages of protein and oil content, while influenced by
both genotype and environment, typically average ~40
and ~20%, respectively. Increasing the relative oil content
in soybean seed is complicated by its high negative correlation to protein content (Brummer et al., 1997; Burton,
1987; Clemente and Cahoon, 2009; Cober and Voldeng,
2000; Wilcox, 1998) caused by either pleiotropic effects
or linkage (Chung et al., 2003). Moreover, total seed yield
is often negatively correlated with seed protein, although
the correlation is weaker than that between protein and
oil (Chung et al., 2003). Dissecting the genetic bases
underlying seed oil and protein content, and eventually
recombining them in desired genetic backgrounds, continues to be a challenge to soybean breeders.
Given the importance of oil and protein content, the
genes or quantitative trait loci (QTL) underlying these
traits have undergone intensive investigations (Bolon et
al., 2010; Chung et al., 2003; Hwang et al., 2014; Vaughn
et al., 2014). However, most of what we know about the
oybean

Population structure analyses and genome-wide association studies (GWAS) conducted on crop germplasm collections provide
valuable information on the frequency and distribution of alleles
governing economically important traits. The value of these analyses is substantially enhanced when the accession numbers can
be increased from ~1,000 to ~10,000 or more. In this research,
we conducted the first comprehensive analysis of population
structure on the collection of 14,000 soybean accessions [Glycine max (L.) Merr. and G. soja Siebold & Zucc.] using a 50KSNP chip. Accessions originating from Japan were relatively homogenous and distinct from the Korean accessions. As a whole,
both Japanese and Korean accessions diverged from the Chinese
accessions. The ancestry of founders of the American accessions derived mostly from two Chinese subpopulations, which
reflects the composition of the American accessions as a whole.
A 12,000 accession GWAS conducted on seed protein and
oil is the largest reported to date in plants and identified single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) with strong signals on chromosomes 20 and 15. A chromosome 20 region previously reported
to be important for protein and oil content was further narrowed
and now contains only three plausible candidate genes. The
haplotype effects show a strong negative relationship between
oil and protein at this locus, indicating negative pleiotropic effects
or multiple closely linked loci in repulsion phase linkage. The vast
majority of accessions carry the haplotype allele conferring lower
protein and higher oil. Our results provide a fuller understanding
of the distribution of genetic variation contained within the USDA
soybean collection and how it relates to phenotypic variation for
economically important traits.
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genetic architecture of seed protein and oil content is
based on traditional QTL linkage analysis of populations
derived from crosses of two parents with contrasting
phenotypes. More than 50 QTL have been reported as
controlling seed oil and protein content in a number of
QTL mapping studies (www.soybase.org). Among these
QTL, a region mapped to soybean linkage group I (LG-I)
has consistently shown the strongest association with percentage protein composition (Diers et al., 1992; Chung et
al., 2003; Nichols et al., 2006). The LG-I QTL is of particular interest because of its large additive effect detected in
many mapping populations (Csanadi et al., 2001; Diers et
al., 1992; Sebolt et al., 2000) and across multiple environments (Brummer et al., 1997). Nichols et al. (2006) narrowed down this region to a 3-cM interval using BC5F5–
derived near isogenic lines. This genetic map interval has
a corresponding physical distance of 8.4 megabase (Mb),
from 24.54 to 32.92 Mb on chromosome 20 (Bolon et al.,
2010). Hwang et al. (2014) further narrowed down the
candidate region to a 3-Mb region located between 27.6 to
30.0 Mb on the same chromosome. Vaughn et al. (2014),
however, mapped this same QTL approximately 1 Mb
downstream of the region that Hwang et al. (2014) identified. The size of the narrowed region defined by Hwang
et al. (2014) and Vaughn et al. (2104) is still too large for
targeting candidate genes for cloning.
Mapping resolution can be greatly enhanced when
accession numbers are increased from ~1,000 to ~10,000
or more (Korte and Farlow, 2013). Remarkably, the USDA
Agricultural Research Service Soybean Genomics Group
has genotyped the entire USDA Soybean Germplasm Collection with the Illumina Infinium SoySNP50K iSelect
Beadchip (http://www.soybase.org/dlpages/#snp50k).
The availability of this information will provide soybean
researchers with a deeper understanding of the genetic
variation contained in the germplasm collection, and
holds potential to pinpoint important loci controlling
traits of interest through genome-wide association (GWA)
analysis. Compared to traditional linkage mapping, GWA
analysis provides much greater mapping resolution and
evaluates greater allelic diversity simultaneously (Myles et
al., 2009; Yu and Buckler, 2006; Zhu et al., 2008). Harnessing the genetic variation contained in crop germplasm
collections for mapping QTL through GWA has been
found successfully conducted in several crop species,
including barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) (Munoz-Amatriain
et al., 2014), maize (Zea mays L.) (Romay et al., 2013), rice
(Oryza sativa L.) (Huang et al., 2010), and wheat (Triticum
aestivum L.) (Cavanagh et al., 2013). To date, only a small
fraction of the soybean germplasm repositories around the
world has been explored through GWAS and such studies
have typically included relatively small (i.e., <1000) numbers of accessions in any given population (Hwang et al.,
2014; Sonah et al., 2015; Vaughn et al., 2014).
Here, we report results from the first analysis of
population structure on the entire collection of 14,000
unique soybean accessions, which included G. max and
G. soja accessions. A GWAS for seed protein and oil
2
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content on over 12,000 unique G. max accessions was
performed, which is the largest GWAS conducted in
plants reported to date. We determined the distribution of favorable alleles among subpopulations defined
by world region and maturity group (MG) of the 12,000
accessions. The results reported herein provide a fuller
understanding of the distribution of genetic variation
contained within the collection and how it relates to phenotypic variation for economically important traits.

Materials and Methods
Plant Materials

The accessions used in this study are from the USDA
Soybean Germplasm Collection. The entire collection
consists of nearly 22,000 accessions, including modern
and land race cultivars (G. max), wild relatives of soybean (G. soja), and perennial Glycine (www.soybase.org).
From the whole set, we selected only the annual accessions and dropped accessions determined to be genotypic
duplicates (e.g., near-isogenic lines, non-US duplicates).
This filtering left 14,430 unique accessions (Supplemental Fig. S1) collected from 85 countries (Supplemental
Table S1; Supplemental Fig. S2a) representing the range
of photoperiod and temperature latitudinal adaptation as defined by a MG Roman numeral designation
(Supplemental Table S2; Supplemental Fig. S2b). Further
information for each accession (accession name, accession number, country of origin, etc.) can be found in
the USDA Germplasm Resources Information Network
(GRIN) database (www.ars-grin.gov).

Genotype and Phenotype Data
Genotype data consisted of 52,041 SNPs scored on 14,430
germplasm accessions using the Illumina Infinium SoySNP50K BeadChip as described by Song et al. (2013). Single nucleotide polymorphism genotyping was conducted
on the Illumina platform by following the InfiniumH
HD Assay Ultra Protocol (Illumina, Inc.). The SNPs were
scored using the GenomeStudio Genotyping Module
v1.8.4 (Illumina, Inc.). The SNP data is publicly available
at http://www.soybase.org/dlpages/index.php. Markers
with minor allele frequency (MAF) <0.05 were removed
from the genotype dataset, leaving 36,513 SNPs for the
population structure analysis.
Existing oil and protein content data made available
by the USDA GRIN was used for the analysis. The phenotype data were originally obtained from field evaluations conducted by USDA–ARS germplasm curation staff
and their collaborators. The field evaluations were conducted at various locations at which accessions from one
or more MG classes had adaptation, and such field trials often spanned several years. Details and publication
references relative to the methods used to quantify soybean seed protein and oil content are provided in GRIN
(http://www.ars-grin.gov/cgi-bin/npgs/html/desc_form.
pl?51; scroll down to oil and protein in list of descriptors). In brief, since 1990, accessions with yellow seed
the pl ant genome
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coats have been evaluated for protein and oil concentrations using the near-infrared reflectance method on a
whole-seed sample. For those accessions with entirely
pigmented or exceptionally mottled seed coats, seed protein was quantified with the Kjeldahl method and seed
oil with the Butt extraction method. The Kjeldahl and
Butt methods were also used in all pre-1990 evaluations.
Using this existing phenotypic information, a total of
12,116 G. max accessions were identified that had seed oil
and protein data (Supplemental Fig. S1). The phenotypic
data used for the GWAS is summarized by accession
number in Supplemental Table S3.

Population Structure
The model-based clustering algorithm of ADMIXTURE
v1.22 was used (Alexander et al., 2009) to investigate subpopulation structure of the 14,430 soybean accessions.
ADMIXTURE identifies K genetic clusters, where K is
specified by the user, from the provided SNP data. For
each individual, the ADMIXTURE method estimates the
probability of membership to each cluster. A preliminary
analysis was performed in multiple runs by inputting
successive values of K from 3 to 20. This tested range of
K-inputs was based on the results of several studies that
estimated the number of subpopulations (Hwang et al.,
2014; Hyten et al., 2007; Sonah et al., 2015). A 10-fold CV
procedure was performed with 30 different fixed initial
seeds for each K-value. The most likely K-value was determined using ADMIXTURE’s CV values. The software
CLUMPP (Jakobsson and Rosenberg, 2007) was used to
obtain the optimal alignments of 30 replicates for each
K-value. Individual genotype membership proportions
were averaged across runs according to the permutation
with the greatest symmetric similarity coefficient. The
output from CLUMPP for the optimal K was used to make
plots using the cluster visualization program in R. To verify the proportion of correct and incorrect classifications,
we performed a linear discriminant analysis using the
ancestry estimates for each accession with K = 5. Principal
component analysis was also conducted to summarize the
genetic structure and variation present in the collection.
The hierarchical F statistics were used to estimate proportion of genetic variance explained by world region and
MG class using ancestry estimates for K = 5 and calculated
using the hierfstat R package (Goudet, 2005).

Genome-Wide Association Analysis
Marker–trait associations were tested using a linear
mixed model:
y = X + C + Zu + e

where y is a vector of phenotypes,  is a vector of fixed
marker effects,  is a vector of subpopulation effects,
u is a vector of polygenic effects caused by relatedness
where u  MVN (0, Ks2u ) , e is a vector of residuals where
e  MVN (0, Is2e ) , X is a marker matrix, C is an incidence
matrix containing membership proportions to each of
bandi llo et al .: usda soybean ger mpl asm collection

the five genetic clusters identified by the ADMIXTURE
analysis, and Z is the corresponding design matrix for
u. The matrix K is the realized relationship matrix estimated internally in the Factored Spectrally Transformed
Linear Mixed Models (FaST-LMM) using the SNP data
(Lippert et al., 2011).
The above model was implemented using the FaSTLMM algorithm (Lippert et al., 2011). This program is
designed to accommodate large datasets with reduced
computational time (Lippert et al., 2011). The FaST-LMM
uses either maximum likelihood or restricted maximum likelihood. Maximum likelihood was used for this
study because it has been found to be more reliable (Euahsunthornwattana et al., 2014). The FaST-LMM uses an
exact method in which the additive genetic and residual
variance components are re-estimated for each SNP in
a model, including the marker effect, rather than being
estimated under the null hypothesis.
Association analyses were conducted both across
and within groups of accessions classified by either
MG or world region class (Supplemental Tables S1, S2).
Genome-wide association mapping across all groups was
conducted using SNP with MAF > 0.01, and population
structure was accounted for using both  and u. Genomewide association mapping within groups was performed
using SNP with MAF > 0.05;  was ignored and only u
was fitted as a random effect as described above.
The method of Li and Ji (2005) was used to calculate
a comparison-wise error rate to control the experimentwise error rate. Briefly, the correlation matrix and eigenvalue decomposition among 36,513 SNPs were calculated
to determine effective number of independent tests
(Meff ). The test criteria was then adjusted using the Meff
with the following correction (Sidak, 1967):
a p = 1 - (1 -a e )1/ Meff ,

where  p is the comparison-wise error rate and  e is the
experiment-wise error rate. An  e = 0.05 was used in
this study.
Multiple-linear regression was used to estimate the
proportion of phenotypic variance accounted for by significant SNPs after accounting for population structure effects.
Windows of 500 kilobase (kb) were used to define SNPs
tagging a locus. Only the most significant SNPs present
within a 500-kb window was used to tag that locus.

Haplotype Analysis
Haplotype blocks were constructed using the fourgamete method (Wang et al., 2002) implemented in
the software Haploview (Barrett et al., 2005). The fourgamete method creates block boundaries where there is
evidence of recombination between adjacent SNPs based
on the presence of all four gametic types. A cutoff of 1%
was used, meaning that if addition of a SNP to a block
resulted in a recombinant allele at a frequency exceeding
1%, then that SNP was not included in the block.
3
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The frequencies of identified haplotype alleles were
estimated in all accessions and within each subpopulation. At each haplotype block, a Fisher’s exact test was
used to test the null hypothesis that the frequency of the
haplotype alleles for seed oil and protein content was the
same across all subpopulations.

Results and Discussion
The USDA Soybean Germplasm Collection

Of the 19,652 genotyped accessions in the publicly available SNP data set, 659 near-isogenic lines of multiple
G. max cultivars were removed, but the recurrent and
donor parents of those near-isogenic lines were retained.
An additional 4207 G. max and 362 G. soja accessions
were SNP genotype duplicates (i.e., 24%) and thus were
removed. The high rate of redundant and highly similar
accessions detected in the USDA Soybean Germplasm
Collection is not surprising because genetic redundancy
is a common problem in germplasm collections (Food
and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations,
2010; McCouch et al., 2012). It is estimated that in worldwide collections, only one-third of the total number of
accessions conserved ex situ are distinct and duplications occur within and between genebanks of the same
crop (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations, 2010; McCouch et al., 2012). The major cause is
the unwitting submission of the same accession with different names and designation. Based on phenotype alone,
it is not possible to identify redundant accessions, yet the
maintenance of duplicated materials invokes unnecessary and costly efforts. After eliminating all genotypic
duplicates (one accession per set of duplicates was
retained), a final set of 14,430 genotyped accessions (i.e.,
13,624 G. max and 806 G. soja accessions) was available
for population structure analysis (Supplemental Fig. S1).
Geographic origin and MG were the principal determinants of population structure within the soybean
germplasm collection. Accessions collected from China
(36%), North and South Korea (19%), Japan (17%), North
and South America (9%), South and Southeast Asia (8%),
Europe (5%), and Russia (5%) make up the vast majority of
the collection (Supplemental Fig. S2a). Soybeans are classified into 13 unique MG Roman numeral groups from
very early to very late (000, 00, 0, I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII,
VIII, IX, and X) based on temperature and photoperiod
response to latitude. Maturity Group numbers of 000, 00,
and 0 were combined, as were MG numbers VII, VIII, IX,
and X to reduce the 13 numbered MGs to just eight more
manageable MG classes for use in the population structure
analysis (Supplemental Fig. S2b). Maturity Groups II, III,
IV, and V represent over 50% of the entire collection.

Population Structure

Figure 1. Principal component analysis of 14,430 accessions of
the soybean germplasm collection. The Glycine soja accessions
are demarked with colored circles in the world region panel and
a dashed ellipse in the other two panels.

Using ADMIXTURE (Alexander et al., 2009) and principal component analysis to infer population structure,
we observed a clear subpopulation (SP) structure within
the soybean germplasm collection. The total amount of

genetic variation explained by the first three principal
components was 16%. The first three principal components visually differentiate accessions by species (G.
soja vs. G. max) and world region (Fig. 1). The estimated

4
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Figure 2. Population structure in the soybean germplasm collection inferred by ADMIXTURE. The number of clusters (K) present in the
entire population of 14,430 accessions was judged to be K = 5. Each colored vertical line in the (a) world region or (b) MG class represents an individual accession that was assigned proportionally to the one of the five clusters.

cross-validation (CV) error from ADMIXTURE and correspondent CV values suggested the presence of four to
eight natural SPs (K = 4–8) within the collection (Supplemental Fig. S3). A K-value of 5 was ultimately chosen
because higher K-values resulted in SPs in which no
accessions belonged (based on an 80% membership cutoff). Accessions within a subpopulation with membership coefficients of <0.8 were considered admixed. The
graphs of ancestry estimate for each accession for five SPs
was plotted by world region and MG class (Fig. 2).
Subpopulation 1 represents the G. soja accessions
that can be traced from China, Japan, Korea, and Russia
(Fig. 1, 2a; Supplemental Table S4, S5). Subpopulation 1
is well represented in the MG classes. Notably, a single G.
max accession with GRIN ID of PI 549045A falls into the
G. soja SP. Although this accession has many wild soybean characteristics, it has a plant type very atypical of
wild soybean, which caused it to be classified as G. max.
Subpopulations 2 to 5 represent the G. max accessions
(Fig. 2a, 2b; Supplemental Table S4), which consisted of
a mixture of accessions from different world regions and
MG classes (Supplemental Table S5, S6). Subpopulation
bandi llo et al .: usda soybean ger mpl asm collection

3 is composed predominantly of accessions of the late
MG class (i.e., V, VI, and VII-X), which are mostly from
China and South and Southeast Asia, whereas SP5 contains a significant proportion of early MG accessions
(i.e., 000–0, I, and II), mainly originating from China
and Far East Russia. Subpopulation 4 forms a unique SP
comprised primarily of accessions from Japan (61%) and
Korea (34%). Subpopulation 2 contains only 12 accessions from China and Europe, mainly from MG II plus
a single accession from MG III. Subpopulation 2 had
the highest mean ancestry shared to accessions from
America (31%) and Europe (30%) (Supplemental Table
S7). Nearly two-thirds of the accessions in the soybean
germplasm collection are admixed (Supplemental Tables
S5, S6). A large portion of admixed accessions generally
traced to China, Korea, America, and Europe. Notably,
more than 90% of accessions from America and Europe
are admixed. The proportion of individuals for each
world region and MG within each of the five subpopulations was not equal, indicating different degrees of allelic
diversity across subpopulations. Japanese accessions
were more homogenous and mostly belonged to SP4.
5
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A GWAS was conducted solely on the G. max accessions
to avoid confounding effects of strong subpopulation

structure that would arise by combining the G. max and
the G. soja accessions. Genotype data and seed oil and protein content data were available for 12,116 G. max accessions (Supplemental Fig. S1). Phenotype data were obtained
from the GRIN soybean database (Supplemental Table S3).
As expected, protein had significant negative correlation to
oil (r = −0.62; p < 0.0001) across world region and MG. The
same negative relationship was observed for oil vs. protein
within world region or MG classes.
A GWAS was performed using all 12,116 G. max
accessions (Fig. 4) and then for subsets of accessions based
on world region and MG class (Supplemental Fig. S4a,b,
S5a,b). A total of 19 significant associations (−logP > 5.
17) were identified for protein (Fig. 4; Table 1). Clusters
of highly significant markers were present on chromosomes 15 (3.82–3.96 Mb) and 20 (29.59–31.97 Mb), which
collectively explained 7% of the phenotypic variance
for protein. The GWAS for oil detected 18 significantly
associated SNP markers (−logP > 5. 17), with the strongest association detected at 3.82 Mb on chromosome 15
(Fig. 4; Table 1). Collectively, the three QTL identified for
oil explained 6% of the phenotypic variance. The major
associations detected on chromosomes 15 (LG-E) and 20
(LG-I) were highly significant for both protein and oil
and had map positions close to those identified for the
corresponding LGs identified in the very first soybean
QTL mapping experiment (Diers et al., 1992). These two
QTL have been detected repeatedly in linkage mapping
studies since then (http://www.soybase.org/search/qtllist_
by_symbol.php). Allelic effect estimates of SNP markers
showed negative genic relationship between protein and
oil content (Table 1), that is, the SNP allele associated with
increased protein content was also always associated with
decreased oil content and vice versa.
A GWAS within the world region identified at least
one or both of the strongest regions on chromosomes 15
and 20 for protein and oil, except within the America
and SSE Asia accession subsets (Supplemental Fig. S4a,b,
S5a,b). The strongest associations for protein (−logP =
14.52) and oil (−logP = 14.22) among world region classes
were in Korea (Supplemental Fig. S4a,b). Similarly,
GWAS results based on different MG classes detected the
same genomic regions for protein and oil on either chromosomes 15 and 20, except in the cases of the MG I class
or MG II class for protein and for the MG IV class for oil
(Supplemental Fig. S5a,b). The strongest associations for
both traits were identified in the late MG classes of V (−
logP for oil = 13.95) and VII through X (−logP for protein
= 19.83). The chromosomal bp resolution of the identified
QTL on chromosomes 15 and 20 varied among world
region and MG classes. For example, on chromosome
20, the resolution of associated SNPs for protein and oil
spanned only 8 Mb region between 26 and 32 Mb, which
corresponds to the narrowed region defined by Bolon et
al. (2010). The highest resolution was achieved when all
12,000 accessions were combined for GWAS, demonstrating the advantage of exploiting diversity and thus
greater historical recombination for increased resolution.

6
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Similarly, the overrepresentation of accessions from some
MG classes in SP3 and SP5 was due to the sensitivity of
soybean to photoperiod and temperature, which restricts
adaptability to compatible regions of latitude.
Another interesting result from the population structure analysis is the relationship between China, SSE Asia,
Japan, and Korea accessions. Accessions from Japan and
Korea were more closely related to each other than with
accessions from China. Accessions from Japan form a
unique subpopulation (SP4), whereas those from Korea
consist of mostly an admixture between SP4 and SP5 (Fig.
2a), possibly reflecting the migration of soybean from
northeast China to Korea. The homogeneous subpopulation structure among the Japan accessions could be due
to the isolation of Japan by sea from China and Korea and
the fact that Japan was never conquered by China (Hall,
1988). The earlier MG classes appear to contain more SP5
ancestry (Fig. 2b), reflecting the latitude of where North
Korea is connected to China relative to ancient soybean
trade routes. Subpopulation 3 is clearly a significant fraction in China and SSE Asia, suggesting a substantial movement of G. max accessions into nearby Asian countries.
Based on population structure results, we then
evaluated the genetic relationships of the major ancestors
of American soybean (Gizlice et al., 1994; Li and Nelson,
2001; Ude et al., 2003) to accessions within the collection.
Two of 34 US soybean ancestors, the well-known ancestors A.K. Harrow and Illini, were found to be completely
SNP identical. The majority of American accession
ancestry belong to SP2 and SP5 (59%), whereas only 44%
of China accessions ancestry belong to these SPs (Supplemental Table S7). As expected, the ancestors of American
soybean, which originated from China, mostly share
ancestry with SP2 and SP5 (49%) (Fig. 3; Supplemental
Table S7), reflecting the ancestry of American germplasm
as a whole. This analysis is complicated by the fact that
ancestors of American soybean germplasm contributed
at different pedigree levels (Fig. 3) (Gizlice et al., 1994; Li
and Nelson, 2001; Ude et al., 2003), coupled with the fact
that the American soybean germplasm resulted from a
severe population bottleneck when soybeans were introduced to North America (Hyten et al., 2006).
Hierarchical F-statistics, calculated using ancestry
estimates for K = 5, showed that genetic differentiation
explained by world region (~5%) was higher than that
explained by MG (~2%). The results of discriminant
analysis supports this finding with the overall correct
classification being greater for geographic origin (53%)
than for MG class (35%) based on the GRIN classifications. Although the amount of total variation explained
is small, these results suggest that population structure
in the USDA Germplasm Collection is driven more by
world region than MG.

Genome-Wide Association Study
for Protein and Oil
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Figure 3. Plot of ancestry estimates inferred by ADMIXTURE for 34 US soybean ancestors. Each colored vertical bar represents an
ancestral accession that was assigned proportionally to the K clusters (K = 5) with the proportions represented by the relative lengths of
the K colors. The bar width reflects the percentage (>2%) contribution of the major ancestors according to Gizlice et al. (1994), Li and
Nelson (2001), and Ude et al. (2003).

In the recent GWA analysis, Vaughn et al. (2014)
used accessions almost exclusively from Korea and which
were mostly of MG V. The GWA results in this study
using accessions from Korea and MG V had the associated SNPs for protein identified between 29.20 and 31.97
Mb, with the strongest associated SNP similar to the one
identified by Vaughn et al. (2014) at 31,972,955 bp on
bandi llo et al .: usda soybean ger mpl asm collection

chromosome 20. However, the association at 31,972,955
bp is entirely not detected when the GWA analysis was
limited to other world region and MG classes. Rather,
an association was detected at an even higher level of
significance for protein using late MG class VII through
X at 31.24 Mb (−logP = 19.83) on chromosome 20, which
is consistent to the most significant SNP detected using
7
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Figure 4. Genome-wide association scans for 12,116 Glycine max accessions for seed protein and oil content. Manhattan plots show the associations for seed protein and oil with single
nucleotide polymorphism markers that are plotted on the x-axis according to their physical position on each chromosome. The solid horizontal line denotes the calculated threshold value
for declaring significant association. The dashed vertical lines indicate a significant association for both seed protein and oil content had a colocalized chromosomal position.

Table 1. Allelic effects estimates of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers significantly associated (−logP >
5.17) for seed protein and oil content quantitative trait loci. The SNP markers are listed by chromosome position.
Seed protein content
SNP

Chromosome

BARC_1.01_Gm_20_29594697_A_G
BARC_1.01_Gm_20_29983050_A_G
BARC_1.01_Gm_20_30930931_A_G
BARC_1.01_Gm_20_31150279_T_C
BARC_1.01_Gm_20_31243150_C_T
BARC_1.01_Gm_20_31436069_A_G
BARC_1.01_Gm_20_31580769_A_G
BARC_1.01_Gm_20_31610452_T_C
BARC_1.01_Gm_20_31640038_A_G
BARC_1.01_Gm_20_31687470_A_C
BARC_1.01_Gm_20_31972955_G_A
BARC_1.01_Gm_15_3828587_A_G
BARC_1.01_Gm_15_3833574_A_G
BARC_1.01_Gm_15_3918803_A_C
BARC_1.01_Gm_15_3919945_G_A
BARC_1.01_Gm_15_3967324_A_G
BARC_1.01_Gm_13_24858209_A_G
BARC_1.01_Gm_06_5591484_T_C
BARC_1.01_Gm_06_5660542_A_G
BARC_1.01_Gm_06_46040638_C_T
BARC_1.01_Gm_05_38495217_A_C
BARC_1.01_Gm_05_38495666_C_T
BARC_1.01_Gm_05_38519280_G_A
BARC_1.01_Gm_05_38543317_T_C
BARC_1.01_Gm_05_38569452_T_G
†

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
15
15
15
15
15
13
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5

Seed oil content

−logP

Allelic effect estimate

−logP

Allelic effect estimate

5.49
6.16
10.35
30.94
32.28
7.87
24.98
22.16
13.94
19.25
17.68
19.23
ns
9.57
10.10
6.97
10.95
5.37
5.84
5.78
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns

%
0.22
0.23
0.20
0.40
0.40
0.17
0.36
0.31
0.24
0.30
0.26
0.27
ns
0.20
0.21
0.17
−0.20
0.13
0.15
0.17
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns

ns†
ns
5.51
14.39
15.91
ns
11.45
13.99
11.43
12.53
13.22
26.83
6.49
13.84
16.52
10.87
ns
ns
ns
ns
8.50
7.50
6.16
7.49
8.95

%
ns
ns
−0.09
−0.18
−0.18
ns
−0.16
−0.16
−0.14
−0.16
−0.14
−0.21
0.10
−0.16
−0.17
−0.14
ns
ns
ns
ns
−0.17
−0.15
−0.14
−0.15
−0.16

ns, SNP marker is not significantly associated for a trait using −logP threshold of 5.17.

all 12,116 G. max accessions. Similarly, the significant
SNP reported by Hwang et al. (2014) between 29.39 and
29.98 Mb on chromosome 20 was missed among MGs,
but that SNP was identified in MG classes I, III, and
IV if −logP threshold was lowered to 4.0. Although the
associations were detected when the threshold stringency
was reduced, the association threshold of −logP = 4 is
still more stringent than the −logP = 3 that Hwang et al.
(2014) used in GWA analysis using 298 G. max accessions from MGs II, III, and IV. The varying results of
GWAS within SP classes can be due to differing levels
of recombination, diversity, as well as rate of linkage
disequilibrium (LD) decay across the assembled panels.
Notably, as mentioned above, the highest resolution was
achieved when the GWA analysis was conducted using
all G. max accessions.

Refining the Candidate Region
for Protein and Oil

The levels of significance for protein and oil QTL were
quite high in this study and thus could be used to delineate a narrower base pair region for the identification of
candidate genes. This was clearly illustrated in the region
detected on chromosome 20 for both protein and oil
content, which colocated with a previously reported QTL
bandi llo et al .: usda soybean ger mpl asm collection

responsible for major pleiotropic effects on protein and oil
content (Bolon et al., 2010; Hwang et al., 2014; Nichols et
al., 2006). A previous study showed that the QTL resides
in an 8.4-Mb region located between 24.5 and 32.9 Mb
on chromosome 20 (Bolon et al., 2010). Subsequently, that
region was narrowed further to a 2.4-Mb region located
between 27.6 and 30.0 Mb (Hwang et al., 2014). Vaughn et
al. (2014), however, mapped this same QTL approximately
1 Mb downstream of the region that Hwang et al. (2014)
identified, with the most significant SNP identified at
31,972,955 bp. To further refine this candidate region, a
haplotype analysis was performed in this study covering
the genomic regions identified by Hwang et al. (2014) and
Vaughn et al. (2014) that spans a ~4.5-Mb region. Within
the entire collection, LD in that 4.5-Mb region decays
from r2 = 0.50 to r2 = 0.40 within 250 kb, then decays
more slowly to r2 = 0.20 from 500 to 1000 kb. A haplotype
block analysis of this 4.5-Mb region identified five haplotype blocks (Fig. 5), with highly significant SNPs located
in the third, fourth, and fifth blocks. The fourth and fifth
blocks contain significant SNPs associated for both oil
and protein, while the third block includes the SNP associated with protein only (Fig. 5; Table 1).
The third block contains the region defined by
Hwang et al. (2014), which is further narrowed down to
9
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Figure 5. Haplotype analysis of the chromosome 20 region that harbors a major pleiotropic seed protein and oil quantitative trait locus.
The figure shows (a) the 8.4 Mb region (navy blue line capped with arrows) defined by Bolon et al. (2010), (b) a recent narrowing of
that region by Hwang et al. (2014) to 2.4 Mb region (black dashed lines), and (c) a 900-kb region (magenta dashed lines) identified by
Vaughn et al. (2014) that is located to the right of the Hwang et al. (2014) region, and (d) a 550-kb (green dashed lines) between the
two foregoing regions. Potential candidate genes in the region are listed at the top of the figure (i.e., Glyma names), with the red-font
ones being the most plausible candidate genes). Using the four-gamete rule in the present study, five blocks were defined within that 4.5
Mbp region comprising the three subsegments. Statistically significant single nucleotide polymorphisms are highlighted in yellow.

less than 1-Mb region in this study and spans between
29.06 and 30.04 Mb. This region now encompasses only
three (Glyma20 g21030, Glyma20 g21040, and Glyma20
g21080) of the original 12 potential candidate genes (Fig.
5a) (Bolon et al., 2010). Glyma20 g21040 has no known
function, while Glyma20 g21030 is annotated as a putative ammonium transporter (AMT1), which catalyzes
the transfer of ammonium from one side of a membrane
to the other (Sohlenkamp et al., 2002). Although the
AMT1 annotation reflects a partial sequence homology
to the Arabidopsis gene, it may be that this gene in G.
max was recruited for the transport of N from the female
plant integument tissue (i.e., seed coat) to the developing embryo. Glyma20 g21080 is another candidate gene
within the third block region, which is annotated as ATP
synthase D chain. An indirect relationship of ATP synthase levels on the accumulation of storage proteins, lipid
biosynthesis, and photosynthesis in the seed has been
documented (Borisjuk et al., 2003, 2005; Rolletschek et
al., 2003, 2005). However, the potential role of ATP synthase as a candidate gene on energy status and accumulation of storage product in the soybean seed needs further
elucidation (Bolon et al., 2010).
The fourth block spans 550 kb between 30.38 and
30.93 Mb; LD decays within 250 kb with r2 = 0.24 on

average. This region is the focus of another group who
has fine-mapped the location of high protein QTL allele
present in high protein G. soja PI 468916 (Brian Diers,
personal communication, 2015). Despite the fact that this
allele comes from G. soja progenitor, this G. soja allele has
likely been dispersed throughout the soybean germplasm
(Diers et al., 1992; Sebolt et al., 2000), given the discovery of this allele in high- and low-protein G. max accessions (Chung et al., 2003; Fasoula et al., 2004; Wilcox and
Cavins, 1995; Wilcox, 1998). The most plausible candidate
gene within the fourth block region is the Glyma20 g21361
that has been annotated as conserved oligomeric Golgi
complex (subunit 6), which is involved in the intra- and
intercellular vesicle-mediated transfer and storage of proteins. Glyma20 g21540 is another gene within this fourth
block region that encodes protein of unknown function
(i.e., annotated as putative uncharacterized proteins).
A cluster of eight highly significant SNPs associated for protein and oil was located in the fifth block
that spans 900 kb region between 31.15 and 32.05 Mb
(Fig. 5; Table 1). The most significant SNP (BARC_1.01_
Gm_20_31243150_C_T) for protein identified in the
present study was in complete LD with the strongest
SNP (BARC_1.01_Gm_20_31972955_G_A) associated
for protein detected by Vaughn et al. (2014). The LD
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Table 2. Seed oil and protein means and country frequencies for the major haplotypes observed in candidate
gene region on chromosome 20.
Haplotype Frequency
Block
no.

Position

Haplotype
no.

Mb
B3 29.06– 30.04
B3 29.06– 30.04
B3 29.06– 30.04
B4 30.38– 30. 93
B4 30.38– 30.93
B4 30.38– 30.93
B5 31.15– 32.05
B5 31.15– 32.05
Total Glycine max accessions

H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8

Haplotype
TGTTCTGAATCCGAG
CGCCTCAGGCTTTGT
TACCCCGGGTCCGAG
CCA
TTA
CCG
TCAATAATGT
CTAGCGCTAT

All
0.830
0.097
0.006
0.594
0.343
0.027
0.923
0.013
12,116

China
0.780
0.161
0.008
0.457
0.484
0.020
0.938
0.000
4744

Korea
0.906
0.005
0.000
0.794
0.141
0.042
0.890
0.045
2365

decay within this region was calculated to be 400 kb on
average with r2 = 0.32 and a candidate gene was identified within the target region. Only one of the annotated
genes (Glyma20 g21780) identified by Bolon et al. (2010)
was located within the 900 kb defined region in the fifth
block. The gene Glyma20 g21780 located at 31.38 Mb
encodes an ethylene receptor and was demonstrated to
be involved in signal transduction and protein histidine
kinase activity (Bolon et al., 2010; www.soybase.org).
On chromosome 15, a significant region was
detected for protein and oil across all accessions with
a high resolution of less than 150 kb between 3.82 and
3.96 Mb. The LD decay within this region was estimated
at 165 kb with r2 = 0.23, on average. This detected QTL
colocalizes with the three candidate genes (Glyma15
g05470, Glyma15 g05760, and Glyma15 g05770), which
could be related to seed protein and oil levels. Glyma15
g05470 encodes a RAG1-activating protein, which is
a soybean ortholog of the Arabidopsis Nodulin MtN3
family protein involved in sucrose transmembrane
transporter activity. Glyma15 g05760 encodes for sulfate
transporter, where, in soybean, sulfate accumulates in
pods and decreases with the onset of grain enlargement
(Sunarpi, 1996; Tabe and Droux, 2001). Glyma15 g05770
has a protease inhibitor activity and is involved in lipid
transfer for seed storage protein (Wang et al., 2007). The
synthesis of storage products during seed development
is coordinated with carbohydrate and N metabolic processes involving many transporters, including ammonium and sulfate transporters (Weber et al., 1998).
Haplotype alleles on chromosome 20 displayed a
negative relationship between the protein and oil content (Table 2). Given the higher mapping resolution and
presence of few likely candidate genes in the detected
genomic regions, we hypothesize pleiotropic gene effects
underlie the observed negative correlation between oil
and protein at these loci. Nevertheless, the possibility of
multiple genes in very tight repulsion-phase linkage cannot be excluded because the sizes of the haplotype blocks
in the chromosome 20 region are still greater than 500
kb. It is interesting to note that the haplotypes with the
bandi llo et al .: usda soybean ger mpl asm collection

Japan
0.896
0.010
0.004
0.714
0.225
0.024
0.913
0.020
2117

America SSE Asia
0.854
0.088
0.001
0.694
0.268
0.011
0.966
0.005
816

0.526
0.382
0.000
0.367
0.500
0.075
0.856
0.003
610

Mean
Europe
0.941
0.016
0.019
0.548
0.403
0.020
0.963
0.000
735

US
Russia Ancestors
0.817
0.097
0.027
0.667
0.263
0.021
0.930
0.000
513

0.852
0.118
0.000
0.650
0.294
0.000
0.970
0.030
34

Oil

Protein

—— %
18.00
17.05
15.83
18.01
17.72
15.20
17.92
14.92
17.8

——
43.78
45.05
44.32
43.79
44.04
47.45
43.87
47.69
44.0

lowest average protein, and conversely the highest average
oil (H1, H4, and H7), are the predominant haplotypes,
especially among ancestors and America, Japan, and
Korea accessions (Table 2). Haplotype H8 in block B5,
conferring high protein, is very rare among germplasm
accessions collection in general, but is relatively less rare
among the Korea accessions, perhaps due to selection on
protein because of cultural and culinary preferences in
that country. The two haplotype alleles in block B5 have
larger difference in protein content (3.82%) compared
with the haplotype alleles at block B3 (1.27%). Based on
a country-specific GWAS Manhattan plots, it appears
this haplotype among the Korea accessions is providing
the variation leading to the SNP–protein associations we
detected on chromosome 20 (Supplemental Fig. S4a).
This study also demonstrates the potential usefulness of extensive phenotypic data that has been collected
on germplasm collections but which has not yet been
fully used to mine favorable alleles not present in the
narrow germplasm pool currently underpinning modern
soybean improvement. By maximizing the number of
accessions included in the GWAS, we were able to exploit
a greater number of historical recombinants, leading to
increased power and resolution. A potential limitation
in the analysis conducted here is the nature of the phenotype data used for GWAS. The seed protein and oil
data obtained from GRIN were derived from multiple
field evaluations of the USDA Soybean Germplasm Collection conducted over the past 50 yr at various latitudespecific locations. To assess the reliability of the GRIN
phenotypic data, we conducted another GWAS for oil
and protein content that was limited to 9861 unique G.
max accessions for which raw data was available from
the GRIN database. A linear model accounting for environmental effects was applied and adjusted phenotypic
values were input into the GWAS model. We detected
only very small differences between GWAS results using
adjusted data (Supplemental Fig. S6) and GWAS results
using nonadjusted data (Fig. 4). The only exception was
a few chromosomal positions in which the SNP associations straddled the statistical significance threshold.
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Despite the success of the 12,000 GWAS in narrowing down the major candidate region, it was surprising
how few genomic regions were found to be associated
with protein and oil given the large number of QTL
reported for these traits using biparental linkage mapping populations (www.soybase.org). Only six regions
were identified for both protein and oil, collectively
explaining only 6 to 7% of the phenotypic variation.
Many more associations were expected given the size of
the panel used for the GWAS. These results agree with
Vaughn et al. (2014) who used a similar population and
phenotypic dataset, albeit it smaller and less genetically
diverse. Hwang et al. (2014), using a much smaller panel
size, identified many more associations using a more
relaxed significance threshold. If we relaxed the threshold to that used by Hwang et al. (2014) the number of
associations for protein and oil would be increased by
four fold, with associations on 14 chromosomes. The
lack of associations passing the more stringent statistical threshold used in this study might be related to the
distribution of allelic effects and frequencies in the collection. It is entirely possible that the genetic variation
for these traits is controlled by a multitude of rare or
low-frequency alleles, which are difficult to identify in
GWAS. The QTL on chromosome 20 may be an indication of such a genetic architecture. It can be seen that the
haplotype alleles at blocks 4 and 5 that increase protein
(and lower oil) are of very low frequency in the collection (Table 2). It is unlikely this QTL would be detected
were it not for its relatively large effect. Another possible
reason for the lack of QTL detection is the confounding of QTL allele frequencies with population structure
(Rincent et al., 2014). If frequency of alleles affecting protein and oil are confounded with population structure,
then correcting for population structure using the mixed
linear model would reduce detection power. Haplotype
allele frequencies do differ between world regions at the
chromosome 20 QTL. Finally, epistasis is always a possible cause. Determining the relative contribution of all
possible causes to this missing heritability problem of
soybean oil and protein was outside the scope of this
research, but it certainly deserves further study.
The wealth of phenotypic diversity available in the
soybean germplasm collection should be mined to help
meet the demands of food production in the face of climate change and ever-evolving pathogens. The results
reported herein, and others surely to flow from this
valuable resource, provide a fuller understanding of the
distribution of genetic variation contained within the
collection and its relation to phenotypic variation for
economically important traits. Further characterization
of the phenotypic diversity and its relationship to the
genomic diversity will ultimately facilitate a more efficient and effective introgression of this diversity into elite
varieties for continued genetic improvement.
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